These known samples will usuallybe eitherpure standardsor serum samples with concentrations established by reference method or by consensus. In the first case, valuable information about the performance of the method in the working sample matrix may be lost. In the second case, it may be difficult to buy or togeneratea reasonablenumber of assayed sera. It might therefore be useful to assess nonlinearity by using samples whose true concentrations are not known, because these are always readily available.
Methods
In the notation I shall use,1 the concentration given by a candidate analytical method, 5', is related to that given by the reference method, S, by the following equation:
5' = (1 + U)-S + V + WS2 (la)
In this, U is the proportional error, V is the constant error, and W is the non-linear "quadratic" error. If all errors are small, we can write an equation for the resulting relative bias in S (expressed as dS/S):
dS/S=U+V/S+WS (ib)
In what follows, I will use the familiar idea of analytical recovery, expressed here as a fraction, not a percentage. When a sample whose true concentration is S0 is spiked (i.e.,
supplemented)
with a pure standard of concentration C in a volume ratio of 1:X, the expected final concentration, S1, is given by S1 = (S0 + X#{149}C)/(1 + X) (2a)
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'Symbols used: C, concentration ofstandard; 5,5',concentrations ofany sample, true and measured, respectively; S,,, concentration ofunspiked sample; S,,, concentration of nth spiked sample; 5r concentration of double-spiked sample; Sm, concentration of spiked! unspiked mixture; I,,, the nth spiking increment; R', Z', traditional and modified recoveries; U, V. W, error constants (in terms of concentration); U', V', W', estimated error constants; and X, Y, volume ratios. When X is small, as it will usually be, this reduces to
S1=S0+XC (2b)
It is convenient to treat the expected increment in concentration as one quantity, I. Equation 2b then becomes
S1=So+I

(2c)
If the measured sample concentrations before and after spiking are S0' and S1', respectively, then the fractional recovery, R', is calculated as follows:
It is well known that in the presence of a proportional error, U, we can relate the recovery to the error as follows:
More generally, when the error in S is as described by equation 1, then in terms of the error constants, the recovery is given by
Notice that the constant error, V, does not appear.
These basic ideas will be used in what follows.
Theoretical Results
First, I shall describe three ways of using recovery data to estimate the "quadratic" error constant, W, without knowing the true sample concentration, So.
The Method of Parallel Addition
If two aliquots of sample serum are spiked with two different amounts to give two expected increments, I and '2, and if the resulting measured final concentrations are S' and 52', respectively, then the corresponding recoveries can be calculated as follows:
If the general error equation, 1, holds, then from equation 4b,
Subtracting these, and using equation 2c, we have
We can use the right-hand side of this theoretical expression to calculate an experimental estimate, W', of the true value of the quadratic error constant, W; we need only one pair of recoveries and their corresponding expected increments. Table 1 gives a practical scheme in which this is put to use. In it, a series of sample aliquots are spiked in different ways, and several values of W' are calculated by taking recoveries in successive pairs, so that each one contributes once. The mean of these several estimates, W', is our best estimate of the true value of W. The more aliquots we use, the more 
The Method of Serial Addition
An aliquot of sample is spiked onceto give an expected increment I, and the measured concentration is 52'. The same aliquot is then spiked again in the same way to give a final measured concentration of Sf'. We can calculate recoveries for these two steps as follows:
R2' = (5/ -
If the general error equation, 1, holds, we can express these in terms of the true concentrations, so S1, and S. Using equations 2c and 4b, and rearranging, we have
We can use the right-hand side of this expression to derive our experimental estimate, W'. In practice it is convenient to expand it, using equations 7a and Th: W=(Sf'+So'-2-SI')/2-12 (8b) Table 2 gives an experimental protocol in which this result is used to produce a series of values of W', each corresponding to a different value of I. Again, their mean, W', is our best estimate of W, and may be tested for significance in the usual way. This difference is maximal when Y =1, and when this is the case, from equations 9a and 9b we can express W as follows:
Once again, the right-hand side of this can be used to estimate W, and Table 3 gives an experimental protocol in which this principle is used. In this, a series of aliquots is spiked by various amounts, and then each is mixed with an equal volume of the original sample.
From the measured concentrations of the original sample, the spiked samples, and the mixtures we can calculate a series of estimates, W', one for each value of I. Their mean is our best estimate of the true value of W.
Using Samples of Known Concentration
All three methods discussed above can be used when no true concentration values are available.
if, however, samples are available whose concentrations have been established by some reference method or by consensus, then recovery studies can be used to increase the information that they yield.
From equations 2c and 4b, we have we can plot a graph of vs (2S + 1) . If the general error equation, 1, holds, then we know from equation 10 that the result will be a straight line of slope W whose intercept on the R'-axis is equal to (1 + U). From such an experimental plot, therefore, we can easily obtain estimates, U' and W', of the proportional and quadratic errors.
From the recovery and the true and measured concentrations of the original sample, we can calculate a new quantity, Z': if the general error equation, 1, holds, then from equations 10 and ha,
-(S,,+ 1) (hhb)
From the recovery data used above we can plot a graph of Z' vs 52-(52 + I). Evidently this should be a straight line of slope -W, whose intercept on the Z'-axis is equal to V. From such a plot we can easily obtain estimates, V' and W', of the constant and quadratic errors. Table 4 gives a practical protocol that combines these two procedures.
Only one serum of known concentration is necessary; if more than one is available the exercise is repeated for several values of Si,, and the results are combined in the same graphical plots. Since our estimates of the error constants are derived from the slopes and intercepts of regression lines, the conventional tests of significance can be applied (4).
Note that when R' and Z' are plotted as described there can be no experimental points to the left of 2-52 and 522, respectively,
on the x-axis, since these limits correspond to the case of 1=0. Because U' and V' are derived from theyaxis intercepts of these graphs, it is desirable to minimize the extrapolation necessary by using at least one sample of fairly low concentration, 52. In all these procedures, the standard errors of the estimated error constants contain information about the imprecision of the analytical method, which is therefore automatically taken account of in the tests of significance.
Appendix: Derivation of Equation 9b
The true concentration of the mixture, Sm is given by Sm= ( 
Se -Sm' = W r-(522 + S2 -2 So S)/(1 + Y)2
Equation 9b follows by noting that I = S1 -5o.
